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Abstract, A numerical model for the calculation of ionospheric convection patterns from given distributions of field-aligned current and ionospheric conductiv-

ity is described. The model includes a coupling between the conductivity and the
field-aligned current, so that the conductivity peaks in regions of upward current,
as usually observed by measurements. The model is very flexible

in that the input

distributions, the field-aligned current and the conductivity, have been parameterized in a convenient way. From the primary model output, namely the ionospheric

electrostatic potential (or convection) in the corotating frame, a number of other

quantities can be computed. These include: the potential in a Sun-fixed frame
(the transformation takes into account the non-alignment of the Earth's magnetic
and geographic axes), the potential in the magnetospheric equatorial plane (pro-

jected using either a dipole magnetic field model or the Tsyganenko-Usmanov
model, and the assumption of vanishing parallel electric field), the distribution
of ionospheric (horizontal) current, and the Joule heating in the ionosphere. This
model has been used together with input data inferred from satellite measurements

to calculate the high-latitude potential distribution prevailing during a particular
event. The model potential variation along the satellite orbit was found to be in
excellent agreement with the measured electric
used

to study

field. The model has also been

6ome fundamental properties of the electrodynamics

of the high-

latitude ionosphere. The results of these different applications of the model have
been published separately.
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1. Introduction
The magnetosphere-ionosphere system, is a system which is characterized by
a strong electrodynamical interaction. The highly conducting ionosphere gener-

ally acts as a load on the generators in the magnetosphere, but may in regions

of auroral activity also act as a secondary generator, feeding energy back into
the magnetosphere. Realistic models of the relationship between field-aligned
currents, the ionospheric electric field, and the ionospheric conductivity are necessary to the understanding of the large-scale behaviour of this complex system.

In this kind of models, one of the quantities is calculated given the other two.
Over the past decade, numerous such models, employing difierent kinds of average

input distributions have been developed [e.g., Nisbel et al., 1978; Kamide and
Matsushita, 1979a,b; Gizler et a1.,1979; Bleuler et aL.,1982]. Recently, models using input data inferred from and calibrated against satellite and/or ground-based
data, have been developed. Among those is the method of calculating the instantaneous high-latitude potential distribution by Marklund et

al.

[1987a,b;1988]

who utilize satellite imager and dn situ data to obtain global input distributions

of the field-aligned current and the ionospheric conductivity. Another, similar
approach is used

in the work by Kamide et aI.

[1986] who use

a conductivity

distribution inferred from auroral images and an ionospheric current inferred from
ground magnetometer data to calculate the convection.

The purpose of the present paper is to describe in detail the model used by
Marklund et al. [1987a,b;1988]. This model, which includes a coupling between

the field-aligned current and the ionospheric conductivity, has also been used
to study the principal efiects of such a coupling on the high-latitude convection
[Blomberg and Marklund, 1988].

2. The Model
The calculation of the electrostatic potential distribution has been performed us-

ing spherical (surface) coordinates, where the d-coordinate is magnetic colatitude
and the /-coordinate corresponds to magnetic local time (MLT). The numerical
solution is based on a finite difference scheme and the Succesive Over-Relaxation

method (SOR). The boundary condition used in the calculation is that the magnetic equator is an equipotential curve. The basic equations, the parameterization

of the input qua^ntities, the primary and the various secondary output quantities,
and the numerical solution are described in detail below.
2.1 Basic equations

The basic equation relating the height-integrated ionospheric (horizontal) current (Js) to the ionospheric electric field (Es)

ca"n

be written

Jo:E.(Eo*vnxB)
where Eo

*

(1)

vn x B is the electric field in the frame of the neutral wind, vrr. The

reference frame for the calculation is the frame where vr. equals zero. Neglecting

the atmospheric winds, the neutral gas will corotate with the Earth. Hence, in
this case the frame of the neutral wind is equivalent to the Earth-fixed frame (i.e.,

Jo

: E. Eo).

E is the height-integrated horizontal conductivity tensor

r"
>: f Eo,
-EocIl
zoo

(2)

L

whose components (except at equatorial latitudes) are given by
Eee

Eeq

:

:

Ep

-EOt

f

:

866:

sin2

Es

I

(3")

I sin I

(3b)

(3")

EP

where .I is the inclination of the geomagnetic field (B), (approximated by a dipole),
and Ep and

ls

are the height-integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities respec-

tively.
The horizontal and field-aligned (positive downwards) components of the current are related through

V .Jo

:

j;; . sin.I

By introducing the electrostatic potential O, (Eo

V .(EVO)

(4)

: -VO) one obtains:

: -lrr .sin.[

(5)
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This elliptic equation is the central equation in the present model.
2.2 Input quantities

The input quantities to the model are the field-aligned current and the ionospheric conductivity. Some studies of satellite data indicate that the generators

in the magnetosphere during quiet conditions on a large spatial scale behave as a
voltage source in Region 1 and as a combination of voltage and current sources in
Region 21..9., Fujii a,nd lijima, 19871. Others have found that the magnetospheric
generators on the intermediate spatial scale in both regions behave essentially as

a constant current source [e.g., Vickrcy et aL, 1986].
The reasons for choosing the conductivity and the field-aligned cument as input

in the present

model (i.e., assuming a current-driven system) are several. As

the large-scale field-aligned currents are generally confined to a relatively limited
region of the ionosphere (the auroral zone and possibly poleward of this during

northward IMF),

it

is possible to describe the distribution of the field-aligned

current with a reasonable number of pararneters. Also, one of the most important
ingredients in the method of Marklund ef

cl.

[1987a,b;1988] is the use of satellite

auroral imager data. These are used to determine the t'auroral geographytt, i...,

to infer qualitatively the distribution of field-aligned currents and conductivity
enhancement. Furthermore, by using the field-aligned current as input data, the

conductivity which is partly coupled to the field-aligned current, becomes fully
defined without the need for some recursive process. The parameterization of the

different input quantities is described below.

2.2.\ The field-aligned current
In the present model the ordinary Region 1 and Region 2 field-aligned currents

["f. Iijima and Potemra,

1976a;1978], as well as the cusp currents [Iijima and

Potemra, 1976b1 can be represented. The basic parameters defining the geometry

of the current systems are:
des
L,Os

:

: colatitude of the dayside Region lf 2 intefiace

difference between nightside and dayside interface locations

A01

: the width (in degrees) of Region 1

6

L,0z

: the width (in degrees) of Region

2

L,0s z the width (in degrees) of the cusp
The centre of the auroral oval (assumed to coincide with the Region L12interface) is described in this study by
oo

:

ooo+

aro .]|r""'u"

Lr

'

{t

I

tul

The meaning of these geometrical parameters is illustrated in Figure 1. The longi-

tudinal amplitude distribution of the Region 1 and Region 2 currents are specified
by separate l7-coefficients Fourier series. These series define the currents at the
colatitudes

0o

-

A9t+4O and 06 +

A9-rff

respectively. For each longitude, a third-

order polynomial is computed which assumes the values of the Fourier series at
the two respective points and which vanishes at the poleward edge of Region 1 and

at the equatorward edge of Region 2. In this way a continuous two-dimensional
distribution of the current is obtained. In a similar way the cusp current is defined

by a Fourier series representing the amplitude of the current in the centre of the
cusp region together with a second-order polynomial describing the latitudinal

variation.
2.2.2 The ionospheric conductivity

The height-integrated conductivities are represented by

Xp:

(7")

Xs:

(76)

The root-sum-square relation is employed since the various ionization processes
giving rise to the conductivity take place roughly within the same altitude range,

and hence, as discussed by, e.g., Wallis and Budzinski [1981], addition of the
ionization rates (proportional to n!, if balanced by recombination) gives a far
more accurate estimate of the total conductivity (proportional to

n.) than a direct

summation of the different conductivity contributions.
X6 is a background term having a constant low value, representing the contri-

bution from cosmic radiation and galactic EUV.

I

!,

represents an average auroral zone background conductivity given by

!r:Eso
Eyy

( (d-do)'\

'*o\ -r5-)

(8)

represents the part of the conductivities which is produced by solar EUV-

radiation.

It

is given here by

Evv : a' 1@sy

(e)

where 1 is the solar zenith angle.

X;'

represents the conductivity enhancement produced by precipitating elec-

trons associated with upward field-aligned currents and is described in detail in
the next section.
2.2.3 Current-conductivity coupling

In the present model a relationship

between the field-aligned current a^nd the

conductivity has been used, so that the conductivity peaks in regions of upwa.rd

current. The form of this relation is:

I k(M Lr) . liyl,
I

0,

for
for

1sg
11g

upward
downward

(10)

The factor of proportionality k(M LT) is local time dependent to account for the
differences in the hardness of the particle spectrum. Thus,

it

has a lower value on

the dayside where the precipitation generally is softer than on the nightside. The

contribution from protons to the total precipitated particle energy is estimated

to be at most 10 to 20 per cent [Hultqvist, 1973] and is assumed here to be
accounted for by Xr. Upflowing particles usually deplete rather than enhance
the ionospheric ionization, since they typically have thermal energies. This effect
does not, however, significantly modify the height-integrated conductivity since

the depletion occurs mainly above the E-layer [cf. Block and Fiilthammar, 1968].
The linear relationship between conductivity and current is justified by, e.g., the
rocket observations of Lyons et

al.

[1979] and the model work by Fridman and

Lemaire [1980] together with the fact that the conductivity is roughly proportional

to the square-root of the downward electron energy flux [cf. [Iarel et aI.,19Sl].
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This and other aspects of the current-conductivity coupling are discussed in some
detail in Blomberg and Marklund [1988].
2.3 Model output

The output from the model, the electrostatic potential in the "framett where vr.
equals zero, is obtained by solving Eq. 5 numerically. From this primary output

quantity a number of other, secondary output quantities can be computed. The
various output quantities will be described in detail below.
2.3.1 The potential in the corotating frame
Since the ionospheric neutral gas,

in the first order approximation,

corotates

with the Earth, we assume here that the Earth-fixed frame is identical to the
frame where vr. equals zero. Thus, the prima.ry output potential from the model
is taken to represent the convection in the corotating frame.
2.3.2 The potential in the Sun-fixed frame

If the electric field (E) in the Earth-fixed (corotating) frame is zero, then the
electric field (E') in the Sun-fixed frame will be given by

E':-vxB
where

(11)

v is the velocity of the corotating system, and B is the geomagnetic field.

Hence, in this case

E'

:

: (r. B)- - (ro.B)r

-(c., x r) x B

where ar is the angular velocity of the Earth's rotation and

(

12)

r is the geocentric

position vector.

If the geomagnetic field is approximated by a centered dipole, the magnetic pole

in the northern

hemisphere is located

at -l[79" W69". This gives the following

relations:
OryP

6wp

:

:

15. M LTwp

(13o)

11"

t

L5

.UT + LlL"

(13b)
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where 0r$ arc the magnetic colatitude and local time respectively. Subscript NP
indicates north geographic pole. Using Cartesian components one obtains:

r : r . (sin0 cos /,sind
b,

:

u) .

iivp :

crr

. (sin dryp cos

The latitudinal component of
Eb

(".8)

6xp,

(14)

sin $rcos 0)
sin dryp sin drvp, cos diyp)

(15 )

E', .E| is given by

:

E' '0: (r' n)(t, . 0)

(

16)

equals

(".B) -

rB,:

where p is the magnetic dipole moment

f:
the explicit form of (ar .0;

@'4:

-r *+
(:8.t

,

(17)

.L022Arnz), and, since

(cos 0 cos S,cos 0 sin

{, -

sin d)

(18)

it

co[sindrypcos0cos(/ryp

(le)

- 6\ -cos0rypsindl

Hence, the latitudinal component of the corotation electric field can be written:

Eb

: -#9Yr1r1r,

dryp cos 0 cos(SNp

- il

-cos diyp sin

0l

(20)

Choosing the north magnetic pole as the reference point for the corotation poten-

tial (i.e., O'(0: 0,6):0), it is obtained from

a'e,6):

Ir'

E,srd,o

(21)

(20) a,nd (21) now give:

a'@,d):

Y}
4r r

\r'!r
lrr"drypcos(/Np
|

- 6)(0*
"\

+)2

/

----rvr-'"J
- cosa^,prir,ral
e2)

In conclusion, an electric field given in the corotating frame can be transformed
into a Sun-fixed frame by adding the corotation field E' (Eq. l2), or in terms of
the electrostatic potential by adding the corotation potential iD' (Eq. 22). The
backward transformation is accomplished by subtraction of

E',

O'.
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2.3.3 The potential in the magnetosphere

The potential distribution in the ionosphere can be projected onto the magnetospheric equatorial plane under the assumption of perfect mapping (i.e., no

magnetic-field aligned (parallel) electric fields). This projection will then depend

on the magnetic field model employed. In the present work we have used two
difierent models of the magnetic field. The simplest one is a centered dipole. In

this

case

the projection is given by:
6

(23a)

Rs sin-z 0

(236)

Q.q:

r.s

The other field model is the Tsyganenko-Usmanov model [Tsyganenko and Us-

marov, 19821. This model takes into account not only the Earth's internal magnetic field, but also includes contributions from the ring current, the magnetotail

currents, the magnetopause currents and the average effect of field-aligned cur-

rents. The latter model is furthermore Kp-dependent. For this case no simple
relationship between colatitude and longitude in the ionosphere and that in the
equatorial plane exists, but the projection has to be done by numerical field line
tracing.
2.3.4 Ionospheric currents

The ionospheric (horizontal) current distribution can be computed from the
electric field and the height-integrated conductivity

(Eq. 1). This provides

a

possibility to make comparisons with the ionospheric current vectors inferred from
ground-based magnetometer data. However, since several assumptions (i.e., the
Hall to Pedersen current ratio and the extent to which the Pedersen, Hall and fieldaligned currents are seen on the ground) are necessary to determine the height-

integrated ionospheric current, ground-based magnetic measurements can only
give a rough picture of the ionospheric current systems. Thus, these comparisons
should be made with care.
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2.3.5 Ionospheric Joule heating

From the electric field and the height-integrated conductivity

it is also possible

to calculate the ionospheric Joule heating or electrical power dissipation using:

Prout": E' >' E -

Eee' gB

+ Eoo' E3

(24)

2.4 The numerical solution of the central differential equation
The basic equation (Eq. 5) has been solved numerically using the finite difference

method known as the Succesive Over-Relaxation (SOR) method. The mesh used

for the calculation is equidistant in longitude but not in latitude. This provides
a possibility to obtain good spatial resolution in the "importanttt regions (e.g.,
the auroral zone), while keeping the number of mesh points at a reasonable level.
The over-relaxation factor, B, is optimized using Carr6's semi-empirical method.

A new lopt ie calculated every 25'th iteration. The criterion used to determine
numerical convergence is that the ratio of the norm of the last refinement vector to
the norm of the last solution vector should not exceed a specified value. The basic
equations used for the finite difierence discretization are summarized in Appendix.
General properties of the SOR method ca,n be found in, e.g., Smith [lg6b].

2.5 Future development

The model is under continuous development, and some extensions currently
pla,nned/proposed include: the possibility to introduce polar field-aligned currents,

(i.e., to represent the current systems typically prevailing during northward IMF),

to remove the boundary condition at the magnetic equator by specifying input
quantities

in both

hemispheres (i.e., making

a true global calculation), and to

apply the model also to time-dependent events.

3. Review of some applications of the model
The model has so far been applied to two different specific problems. First,
was used by Marklund et

cl.

it

[1987a,b;1988]. They used simultaneous observations

by the Viking and DMSP/F7 satellites to obtain snapshot pictures of the high-

latitude electrodynamics associated with a specific auroral situation viewed by

72

the UV imaging experiment on Viking. The calculated potential pattern showed
excellent agreement with that inferred from the measured electric field. The only
significant discrepancies occured when the satellite was on field lines connected to
acceleration regions, where deviations are to be expected due to the existence of

parallel electric fields.
Secondly,

it

was used by Blomberg and Marklund [1938] to study the influence

on the high-latitude potential distribution of using a more realistic conductivity
model including the current-conductivity coupling. The main results were that
the typical clockwise rotation of the polar cap electric field is reduced and that the
electric field is significantly weaker in regions of upward currents than in regions
where downward currents are flowing compared

to the results obtained using a

local time independent conductivity model.

4. Summary

A flexible and useful model for the calculation of the

ionospheric potential

distribution given the distribution of field-aligned currents and the correspond-

ing conductivity has been presented. An important feature in the model is

a

coupling between the height-integrated ionospheric conductivity and the upward

field-aligned current, so that the conductivity peaks in regions of intense upward
currents. This situation is the one normally encountered by rockets and satellites.
Another significant feature is that the corotation potentiat ((Eq. 22), needed for

the transformation between the Earth-fixed and the Sun-fixed frames) is calculated taking into account the non-alignment of the Earth's geographic and magnetic axes. This results in a Universal Time dependent transformation, which for
certain purposes is significant. The strength of the present model is that the input

quantities are parameterized in a convenient way so that the model can be run in

a "semi-interactive" manner. Apart from the ionospheric potential distribution
the model also gives the ionospheric current system and Joule heating, and there
is a possibility to infer the potential distribution in the magnetospheric equatorial
plane.
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Appendix

The explicit form of the basic differential equation (Eq. 5) is (assuming

constant:1)

:

-J;g

v'

r:

t'dlII'l]: :
'sin.[:-v'Jo: - (lEtt
L-r" ,ool Lnrl I

I

AiD _ I ao\il :
1 aa ^+ (
ao r (r
+
+ Eeo
-Eao
*
l(t00 a,
"tt rtrr, a6)d)
"*d6)t

,,,#+

*rr r#+ (""t

o'ee

( 1 0',s6, 1

\'i"d N -;i;r7
Mesh points for the numerical solution are

* W-

# W) #*

?Eoo\aO
aO )TO

{d;}f:,

and

{6i}l:r.

(.4.1)

Introducing the

notation:

tli,i : Q(o;rdi)

(A.2)

h--0i-0;-r

(1.3)

h+:0;+t-0;

(4.4)

k--6i-6i-r

(/.5)

k+:6i+t-6i

(,4.6)

the finite difference approximations of the various derivatives can be written
02Q

.. .,h-Or+r,i * ha0i-r,r -

A0, -'
0Q
00

,_

Uh_(h++h_)
h2-Q;+r,i

-

0,Q .. n k-Qt,j+t

w-o

(h+ + h-)iDr,j

h2*Qiq,i - (h2- - hI)Qi,i
h+h_(h+ + h_)

*

k+tDi,j-t - (,t+ + /c-)Od,j
k+k_(b+ + k_)

(A.7)

(.4.8)

(4.e)
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ao

k2-Q ;,i+r

-

a6
-{+

lc2*Q

;,i

-r -

(k2-

-

k2*\iD

;,i

k+k-(k+ + fr-)

(,4.10)

Using these relations the following equation, which forms the basis for the evalu-

ation of the iteration matrix in the SOR method, is obtained

*r,i'

l' A

B-+h;
. k+k_
rk*Dl :
*
lt*n_
W' -h*c+kr
I
_rAh_cl
'.Pi+r,i
Lrm*at,; + p* + lr-;J +
_l'Ah*cl
!Di-r,i
+
+ t*n_

La--16+ a-:l

- E-16*1n-)j

_fBk_Dl
oi,i+'

t@)+m*+r,J.J

:lBk+Dl
o;,i-'

+

lt-1r*al,_)-6-6-rE)l *r",,,'sinr

(A'11)

where

A:2.Eee
B :2.Eoolsin2

(A.12)
d

flEee 1 0Es6
C:cot0-I,ee*6
- ri"rd
n | 0I,66, 1 02oo
":Tne N Ad
"inre

(,4.13)

(A.r4)
(,4.15)
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A numerical model for the calculation of ionospheric

convection patterns from

given distributions of field-atigned current and ionospheric conductivity is de-

scribed. The model includes a coupling between the conductivity and the fieldaligned current, so that the conductivity peaks in regions of upward current, as

usually observed by measurements. The model is very flexible in that the input
distributions, the field-aligned current and the conductivity, have been parameterized in a convenient way. From the primary model output, namely the ionospheric

electrostatic potential (or convection) in the corotating frame, a number of other

quantities can be computed. These include: the potential in a Sun-fixed frame
(the transformation takes into account the non-alignment of the Earthts magnetic
and geographic axes), the potential in the magnetospheric equatorial plane (pro-

jected using either a dipole magnetic field model or the Tsyganenko-Usmanov
model, and the assumption of vanishing parallel electric field), the distribution
of ionospheric (horizontal) current, and the Joule heating in the ionosphere. This
model has been used together with input data inferred from satellite measurements

to calculate the high-latitude potential distribution prevailing during a particular
event. The model potential variation along the satellite orbit was found to be in
excellent agreement with the measured electric
used

field. The model has also been

to study some fundamental properties of the electrodynamics of the high-

latitude ionosphere. The results of these different applications of the model have
been published separately.
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